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Don't TOY with your SAFETY!

When playing outdoors, keep a safe distance from power lines, substations, and other
equipment your electric company uses to send electricity to your home.

THE ENERGY COOPERATIVE

TIMES

Contact us:
feedback@theenergycoop.com
Todd Ware, President & CEO
Gary Baker, Director of Marketing & PR
Andrea Kubik, Communications Manager
The Energy Cooperative Times is the official
publication of The Energy Cooperative.
With a circulation of more than 62,000,
it is the bi-monthly communication link
between The Energy Cooperative based in
Newark, Ohio, and its members.
Cooperative members – please report any
change of address or phone number
to us at (800) 255-6815 or
feedback@theenergycoop.com.
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May is National Electric Safety Month so TEC
reminds you to LOOK UP and LOOK AROUND
for power lines when at work or play.
Flying remote-controlled toys is fun, but
accidentally making contact with a power
line or other electrical equipment can be
dangerous and, in some cases, even deadly.
• Never fly kites or remote-controlled toys near
power lines.
• Never climb trees near power lines.
• If you get something stuck in a power line, call
The Energy Cooperative's emergency number
at 1-888-535-5732, any time.
• Never touch or go near a power line that
has fallen on the ground. It could still be
energized!
Interested in a live electric safety, natural gas
safety, or propane safety demonstration for
your business, civic group, or school? The safety teams at The Energy Cooperative are eager
to provide this free educational service to our
community. Contact us today at (800)255-6815
or email feedback@theenergycoop.com.

(800) 255-6815

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE PROACTIVELY MAINTAINING OUR SYSTEM
BY TODD WARE, PRESIDENT & CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

he Energy Cooperative (TEC)
Tdelivers
clean, efficient natural gas

to the homes and businesses of
more than 33,000 members every
day. Natural gas from underground
wells as far away as Pennsylvania
and the Gulf of Mexico, in addition
to local wells, is supplied to our
region through high-pressure gas
transmission pipelines. TEC delivers
Todd Ware
the gas using the Cooperative’s underground distribution system of more than a thousand
miles of low-pressure distribution pipeline in Licking
County and four surrounding counties. With so much
gas and pipeline in the ground, safety is our first priority.
Since our first pipes were installed more than 102 years
ago, TEC has continuously monitored, maintained, and
replaced its natural gas distribution system to increase
safety and reliability. Changes in federal regulations
require operators of hazardous liquid and natural gas
pipelines to develop integrity management programs.
Integrity management assures the protection of our
pipeline system through safety management, analytical, operational, and maintenance processes. At TEC
we constantly assess our pipeline while inspecting and
repairing problems we encounter to reduce our pipeline
risk. We regularly communicate pipeline information to
the public, regulators, and internal personnel.
TEC follows federal regulatory mandates and practices
that ensure safe working procedures, which are extensive. Our system has remote-controlled valves so we can
quickly isolate sections of our system in an emergency.
Our pipelines are inspected on foot as well. We strongly
support and fully participate in the “call before you dig”
program and monitor activity by third parties within
25 feet of our transmission system. We have an active
employee on the Ohio Utilities Protection Service (OUPS)
Board of Trustees, an elected position. This board meets
on a quarterly basis, playing a major role in setting policy
and direction for the OUPS organization.
We train employees and contractors in TEC safety and
federal practices and standards. In short, we have our
eyes on the pipeline system 24 hours a day, 365 days a
year! A staffed control center monitors active pipelines
for changes in pressure and flow. Additionally, we use
on-the-ground observers to identify potential dangers.
If our staff has concerns, they alert field personnel or use
remote-controlled valves.

What is
a Riser?

The orange
portion of the
diagram indicates the riser.

When implementing integrity management, TEC
identified 107 miles of bare steel pipeline that needed
to be replaced with modern polyethylene pipeline.
Management set a goal of replacing 12 miles of pipeline
per year. As a result, we have eliminated 31 miles of bare
steel mainlines.
Included in our integrity management program, our
service line and riser replacement program is in full
swing. We have implemented this program because
we, along with the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio,
have identified certain types of natural gas risers as a
potential safety concern. Although property owners
are responsible for and own the natural gas riser, TEC is
being proactive and replacing risers while we are in the
process of checking and/or replacing service lines. We
are providing this service at no direct cost to our members to ensure their safety.
Over the last three years, we have replaced over 5,300
natural gas risers and are planning to replace the remaining risers over the next two years. If you have a riser
that needs to be replaced, you should receive a notice
from one of our contractors, Middleton Mechanical or
Utility Solutions of Ohio. If you have any questions regarding this notice, please contact our member service
department at (800) 255-6815.
Along with integrity management, we invest significant
time and capital to maintain our pipeline system and
facilities to ensure you are confident and satisfied with
pipeline safety. We are committed to providing our
member-owners safe and reliable energy every day.

For more information or to watch a video on our gas line replacement program
visit http://theenergycoop.com/pipeline-replacement/.

Committed to providing safe and reliable energy...
WWW.THEENERGYCOOP.COM
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SAFETY...

We’re Raising the Bar

Forest Rose (left ) and Jarrod Burden (right), members of TEC's Electric
Safety Demo Team, provide a presentation to natural gas and propane
employees: How to work safely around electricity.

Bob Herron, Propane Operations Manager, demonstrates propane safety
to natural gas employees at the Hebron Service Center.

SAFETY FIRST SAFETY DOESN'T HAPPEN BY ACCIDENT
BY CONNIE HOGUE, DIRECTOR OF HUMAN RESOURCES & SAFETY

S afety training is a priority at the

Cooperative. At our recent monthly
safety meeting, The Energy Cooperative's electric safety team provided
some internal safety cross-training.

An electric safety demonstration
was presented to gas and propane
employees. Every person needs to
know how far to stay from downed
Connie Hogue
power lines. If a vehicle has a live
electric line touching it from a downed wire or a live
wire on the ground, the amount of electricity in the
ground is greatest at the point of contact and lessens
with distance. Reviewing the danger of digging around
buried power lines and the conductivity of different
materials used in tools and ladders as well as arc hazards
with live or exposed lines keeps employees alert.

Propane Operations employees discussed handling
propane safely with electric employees. Propane is
heavier than air, so it takes it longer to dissipate when
vapor is released into the air. Propane has a lower
explosive level than natural gas. Natural gas has an
explosive level about 5 to 15 percent gas-to-air, and
propane has an explosive level of about 2 to 9 percent
gas-to-air. The percentage of gas in the air has to be
within those ranges for it to ignite. Propane expands 270
times as it goes from a liquid state to a vapor, so propane
tanks and cylinders are only filled to 80 percent to allow
for the expansion from liquid to gas.
Having a well-cross-trained workforce is one way we
keep down injury rates and expenses. We give our employees the tools and knowledge to do their jobs safely
and to know how to handle emergencies.

Why is that FLAG in my yard?
What does it MEAN?
These are the meanings of flags you might see in your
yard:
RED
	
Electric power lines, cables, conduit, and lighting
cables
This color code is recommended to prevent accidental
YELLOW Gas, oil, steam, petroleum, or gaseous materials
	
damage or service interruption by contractors, utility
ORANGE Communication, alarm or signal lines, cables or
	
companies, and any others working on or near those
conduit
underground facilities.
BLUE
Potable water
To increase visibility, often flags or stakes are used to
PURPLE Reclaimed water, irrigation, and slurry lines
indicate the location and route of buried lines. All
GREEN Sewers and drain lines
markers should indicate the name, initials, or logo of the
company that owns or operates the line. The Energy
PINK
Temporary survey lines
Cooperative uses and supports this color coding system.
WHITE
Proposed excavating.
DON'T FORGET to call 811 before your digging project so that we can properly mark underground facilities.
The American Public Works Association (APWA) encourages public agencies, utilities, contractors, and other
associations involved in excavating to utilize a uniform
color code for marking underground facilities.
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FINANCIAL UPDATE AGE COMES TO EVERYTHING–EVEN INFRASTRUCTURE
BY PAT MCGONAGLE, VICE PRESIDENT & CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

national infrastrucTtureheiscurrent
increasingly challenged by

changes in energy supplies, markets, and patterns of use, as well
as infrastructure aging and capacity. In the modern world, cyber
and physical threats must also be
considered. As a result, a first-ever
interagency Quadrennial Energy
Review (QER) was released in April
Pat McGonagle
2015. This report discusses the
energy transmission, pipelines, wires, storage, waterways, railroads, and other facilities that form the backbone of our nation’s energy system. The results of the
review were clear: the aging energy infrastructure needs
an upgrade.
One challenge facing The Energy Cooperative (TEC)
as well as our nation is how to effectively modernize
components of an infrastructure that are simply old
and obsolete. If you look at TEC’s most recent audited
financial statements, property, plant, and equipment
come to nearly $209 million of the $267 million of total
assets for the combined companies.
This challenge is addressed each year in December,
which is when the board of directors approves the capital budget. The board also reviews budget items that are
necessary to address aging infrastructure or operational
efficiency issues. The Cooperative continues to make
strides in the replacement of this aging infrastructure
The Quadrennial Energy Review stated iron, steel, and

TEC electric crews string new wire in Licking County.

WWW.THEENERGYCOOP.COM

certain categories of plastic pipe pose distinct concerns
as they age. Cast iron pipe cracks and breaks, steel
pipe corrodes, and plastic pipe may crack. The board
approved a supplemental budget item for an integrity
management plan in 2012, which is our plan for replacing 107 miles of bare steel pipe with more modern
polyethylene pipe and to replace service lines and
natural gas risers over a six-year period.
Our electric system must also be addressed. The modernization of our electric system is influenced by the
increasing dependence of modern life on a reliable supply of electricity. TEC completed the construction of the
Smith’s Mill Substation in New Albany in 2015, reducing
the load on our Johnstown Substation and preparing for
growing needs in western Licking County. During 2016,
TEC will increase power reliability by building the Hazleton Substation, changing from an AEP (American Electric
Power) distribution line (34.5kV) to a transmission line
(138kV). This substation will also increase reliability and
help meet growing power needs in the Pataskala area.
TEC’s plan to modernize and replace essential parts of
our aging natural gas and electric infrastructure proactively addresses critical areas before they become a
problem. That plan directly addresses the mission of
your Cooperative – to provide safe and reliable energy
for our members now and in the future.
To see TEC's most recent audited financial statement
visit http://theenergycoop.com/newsletter.

TEC' natural gas crews replace a service line and riser in Licking County.
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DIRECTOR'S CORNER FROM A DIRECTOR'S POINT OF VIEW
BY DON HAWK, DISTRICT 1 BOARD DIRECTOR, CCD, BL

to remember that
Ithet isoilimportant
and natural gas produced

by The Energy Cooperative right
here in Ohio is much like the corn
and soybeans produced locally by
area farmers: They are global commodities. Those commodity prices
fluctuate based on the economic
law of supply and demand.

As directors of The Energy Cooperative (TEC) board, we have the responsibility to constantly evaluate the impact those prices have on the
bottom line of each of the Cooperative entities. Whether
it is Licking Rural Electric (LRE), the electric distributor;
National Gas & Oil (NGO), the natural gas distributor; or
NGO Propane, they all provide a service to members’
homes and businesses. Additionally, board members
are responsible for NGOD, oil and gas exploration and
production, plus NGOT, the gas transmission company,
and Producers Gas, our wholesale gas supplier.
Don Hawk

YIKES!

We are fortunate that the diversity of TEC companies
is helpful in times of adverse commodity pricing. For
example, the per-gallon price of gasoline at the pump
is more favorable than in recent years for our members,
but crude oil prices – oil we take from our wells – is lower
than the actual cost of production.
Also, our members are heating their homes with the
lowest natural gas prices in years. However, from a board
director’s point of view, and as a wholesaler, we see the
low natural gas prices reducing profit margins, affecting
many aspects of the cooperative.
Low commodity prices are not necessarily good news
for TEC. That being said, historical data shows that commodity prices run in a cycle. Hopefully, because TEC has
experienced very favorable oil and gas prices in the past,
prices will favor the Cooperative in the future.
It is the goal of the TEC Board of Directors to always serve
our members with safe, reliable, and affordable energy.
Thank you so much for allowing me to serve on The
Energy Cooperative Board.

WHY IS MY BILL SO HIGH?
BY ALLISON SAFFLE, CONTROLLER & DIRECTOR OF MEMBER SERVICE

t’s Saturday morning, you get
Ia cup
of coffee, sit down at the

kitchen table, open your utility bill
and YIKES! The bill seems higher
than normal. First, determine what
”normal” actually is – the time of
year can dramatically affect the
amount. Compare your usage to
the same time last year. The Energy
Cooperative makes this easy by
Allison Saffle
showing a graph on your bill comparing the last 13 months, or you can view your usage
through SmartHub, our convenient online and mobile
bill-pay app.
You also want to think back to those service dates. Did
you have guests or more people living in your home?
Did you change your thermostat settings, use heaters or
gas logs? Did you add or change appliances or electronics? To see why and when your usage peaks, log on to
SmartHub to view your daily usage (note that some meters do not have this capability yet, but will in the future).
You can compare your usage to the average temperature
that day to see if that was a factor.

Still seems high? Check to see if the bill was an actual
or estimated meter reading by looking at the top left
corner of your bill. We try to always provide an actual
reading, but sometimes we cannot and we are required
to estimate your bill. Compare estimated to actual usage
by looking at your meter for the current reading. If the
current reading on the meter is less than the present
meter reading listed on your bill, then we estimated high
and an adjustment is necessary. If the actual reading is
higher than the present meter reading, our estimate was
close and no adjustment is needed.
Still seems too high? Visit our website at www.theenergycoop.com for energy-saving tools under the tab
marked “Useful Tools,” or call one of our Member Service
Representatives at (800) 255-6815 and ask to review the
bill. Perhaps a home energy audit is in order. We can help
with that, too, by scheduling an in-home energy audit
with our Energy Advisor. Remember, we are committed
to you, our member-owners, to help you manage your
energy usage and get the most for your money!

Sign up for SMARTHUB,
our powerful online account management tool.
It's safe, simple, and secure. Visit www.theenergycoop.com to register or call (800) 255-6815 for assistance.
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Project Ohio Returns:

Illuminating Life in La Soledad
Pictured in the front row is the Marcellus family, the first household to receive power in the village of La Soledad. Pictured in the back row from left are linemen Tom Sestito,
South Central EC; Bob Wynkoop, South Central EC; Clint Patterson, Hancock-Wood EC; Scott Shaull, Hancock-Wood EC. All photos courtesy of Ohio's Electric Cooperatives.

Seventeen

Project Ohio volunteers, including
The Energy Cooperative’s Gary Glover, VP/COO of
Electric Operations, have turned on the lights in La
Soledad, Guatemala. Project Ohio is an effort by Ohio's
Electric Cooperatives to electrify rural Guatemala.
As we look around our homes and see the vast amount
of power we use and how it makes our lives so comfortable, it is humbling to think of the positive impact having power will make in this rural village. Thanks to the
hard work of these volunteers, more than 322 people will
enjoy the benefits that electricity provides now that the
schoolhouse has power and each home has one overhead light and one outlet: the ability to run appliances
and water pumps are valuable examples.
Having light means people can stay up later. That may
not be something we can easily comprehend, but staying up later means better leisure time together as a
family after the work day is finished; perhaps working on
a secondary income with a craft; being able to read or
study – these are luxuries that electric provides.

Just as cooperatives did in the early years of building power lines in America,
villagers and Ohio linemen use sheer manpower and ingenuity to
position and set utility poles.

The project extended longer than expected because
people in the surrounding areas, learning that electric
was coming to La Soledad, built new homes near the
power lines so they could partake of a life with electric.
In appreciation the villagers prepared a ceremonial
dinner for the workers who arrived on December 7.
Working with interpreters and the villagers, the
seventeen volunteers from electric cooperatives around
the state used $46,700 worth of supplies provided by
Project Ohio to power the small village.
Once the poles and wires were strung and the village
electrified, the Ohio volunteers spent time training the
villagers on the maintenance and upkeep of their new
system. The volunteers returned to Ohio on March 15.
The villagers are deeply grateful to these workers for
their compassion. The Project Ohio volunteers clearly
feel that sacrificing that time with their families to improve the lives of these villagers was a valuable trade.

Pictured to the top right is Gary Glover, VP/COO, with a La Soledad family.

WWW.THEENERGYCOOP.COM

For more on this inspiring story, visit
www.ohioec.org/statewide-services/.
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EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT DAVE DETTY, GAS UTILITY MANAGER
BY MAGGIE MCGONAGLE, TEC EMPLOYEE, SUMMER WORK PROGRAM

D ave Detty, The Energy Cooperative’s (TEC) Gas Utility

Manager, grew up in a small village in Pike County, Ohio,
and attended Piketon High School. As a child he helped
on the family farm that he now owns, but while growing
up he wasn’t sure what he wanted to do. As a teenager
he worked summers at Kings Island and later got his
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering from The
Ohio State University, interning summers in the mechanical engineering department. He found his perfect career
fit at The Energy Cooperative, where he has worked for
38 years. Over the years, Detty feels that TEC has been
an industry leader by making efficient changes usually
implemented only by larger companies. Underground
storage facilities would be just one example.
One project Detty enjoyed was replacing gasoline-powered compression equipment with electric compression
equipment. Those compressors take the natural gas from
the pipeline at 100 pounds and compress it to 1,000
pounds before putting it into underground storage until
it is needed in the winter months.
He says his most interesting task was changing the
definition of natural gas under the Ohio revised code in
1991 with fellow industry professionals Jerry Czekolski,
Ken Finke, and Don Melrose. The original definition was
convoluted and split into two parts, so they revised it:
"Natural gas delivered to residential customers shall have
an average heating value of not less than nine hundred
British Thermal Units per cubic foot when tested in the
laboratory by direct heat release or by chemical composition, according to current procedures of the American
Society for Testing and Materials."
He is very proud of his involvement for 35 years with
the Ohio Gas Association; he was board chair in 2002
and 2003. He won the Ohio Gas Association’s Lifetime
Member Award in 2010, an award given to “individuals
who have made outstanding contributions to the
development, governance, and success of the Ohio
Gas Association.”

Overseeing a pipeline construction project in North Zanesville are Larry Miller,
Retired Crew Supervisor (left) and Dave Detty, TEC's Gas Utility Manager (right).

Detty says his mentors have not only been found at TEC,
but at gas companies throughout Ohio. They helped
shape him as a person and led him to help others in his
role as Gas Utility Manager. He hopes he is “a resource
for all employees” in his role by helping direct facilities,
operations, and policies/procedures.
Detty lives in Zanesville and focuses on family. He has
three children. Erin, 27, is a graduate of Miami University
(Ohio). Caitlin, 24, graduated from Capital University.
Christopher, 20, currently attends Zane State. Detty is
very proud of his wife, Pam, who went back to school for
her associate’s degree in early childhood education at
the University of Cincinnati.
Detty says that something everyone should know is
that “going to college does not always prepare you for
the real world. Most of what I have learned is from the
encounters that I’ve had on the job.” He says there is so
much knowledge to learn from working with others, and
that if you “sit back and listen,” you will learn something
new every day.
There has been a lot of change in the field since Dave
Detty started working. “Computers, calculators, and cell
phones are the biggest things. Technology has really
helped to make our jobs easier and more efficient.”
“It’s been a tremendous job with a tremendous company. I’ve gained a lot of satisfaction and knowledge,
and it’s been a fun ride. This has really been an ideal job
for me.”
Left photo: TEC installs a 16-inch natural gas pipeline to supply American Electric
Power's Conesville plant in 1993. Detty played a major role as coordinator of
engineering on the project.
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WATTS HAPPENING

Upcoming Event:

Join Us for
Kids Day!
Sunday, June 26
Noon to 4:00 p.m.
at The Works Museum
in Downtown Newark

The Energy Cooperative is proud to host Kids Day at
The Works in Downtown Newark on Sunday, June 26, from
noon to 4:00 p.m. The Works, a local showcase for history,
art, and technology, will open its doors for this special
event being held in appreciation of the members of The
Energy Cooperative and their families.
The day will provide a live radio broadcast, live music and
entertainment, games, bouncy houses, balloons, pony
rides, carriage rides, crafts, animals, glass-blowing demonstrations, safety demonstrations, and lots of interactive
displays for children of all ages. Goody bags, door prizes,
food, and refreshments while supplies last. This event is
FREE and open only to members of The Energy Cooperative and their families. Please bring the ticket found in
this issue of the newsletter or a copy of your bill for family
admission. Some streets surrounding The Works are currently under construction. Please be prepared to park and
walk. A map of street closures, available parking, and golf
cart pick-up points will be posted on our website a week
prior to the start of this event.

It's fun for the whole family!

IMPORTANT MESSAGES... from

TheEnergyCooperative

May is National Electric Safety Month
Look up and around you. Always be aware of the location of power
lines, particularly when using long metal tools like ladders, pool skimmers, and pruning poles, when installing rooftop antennas and satellite dishes, or when doing roof repair work. Never go into an electric
substation for any reason. Electric substations contain high-voltage
equipment that can kill you. Never rescue a pet that goes inside a substation. Call The Energy Cooperative for assistance. Make sure everyone
who works on a farm knows the location of power lines and keeps farm
equipment at least ten feet away from them. This minimum ten-foot
distance is a 360-degree rule: below, to the side, and above lines.

Peak Alerts

With summer and warmer temperatures soon upon us, the use of air
conditioners will significantly increase. Our members may receive an
email message or you may hear “Peak Alert” radio announcements on
various radio stations. Peak alerts are not a notice of a power shortage,
they are simply a load management effort used to reduce the demand
for electricity and keep your cost of power as low as possible. Peak conditions are expected to be between 2:00 and 6:00 p.m. If you should
hear a Peak Alert, please reduce your consumption of electricity to help
keep the demand down, and the savings will be passed on to you and
all our members. Please visit our website at www.theenergycoop.com
for more information.

If You Suspect a Natural Gas Leak

Shut down and abandon any equipment being used in or near the
area, avoid open flame or other sources of ignition, do not start
any motor vehicles or electrical equipment, evacuate and prevent
unsuspecting people from entering. Natural gas cannot be seen, but it
typically has an odor like rotten eggs. Natural gas can be detected by
one of the following indicators on or near the pipeline right-of-way:
a blowing or hissing sound, dust blowing from a hole in the ground,
continuous bubbling in one spot in wet or flooded areas, dead vegetation, abnormally dry or hardened soil, a gaseous or hydrocarbon odor,
fire apparently coming from the ground or burning above the ground.
Call (800) 255-6815 immediately so the leak can be verified and
necessary corrective measures taken.

Right-of-Way Maintenance Notice

The Energy Cooperative's right-of-way crews along with contract
crews from W.A. Kendall will be performing right-of-way maintenance
in the areas surrounding our Mt. Vernon Substation in Knox/Richland
County through mid-May. Upon completion, they will move to the
area surrounding our Palmyra Substation in Knox/Richland County.
Herbicide crews will also be spraying in the area surrounding our
Flintridge Substation in Licking County through May. Upon
completion they will move to the area surrounding our Reform
Substation in Licking County.

Office Closings

All offices of The Energy Cooperative will be closed on Monday,
May 30, in observance of Memorial Day and Monday, July 4,
in observance of Independence Day.

WWW.THEENERGYCOOP.COM
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GRILLIN' OR CHILLIN'?
CONSIDER NATURAL GAS OR PROPANE

You're having the extended family over on a

rainy weekend afternoon. Unexpectedly the sun comes
through and it would be nice to be outside. You don’t
care if the firewood is wet, because with the flick of a
switch, you light a fire pit for cozy comfort.
Natural Gas (Methane) and Liquid Petroleum Gas (LPG),
commonly known as propane, are two products that can
make life more comfortable. Propane is extracted from
natural gas; natural gas is mainly methane. Natural gas
costs about a third less than propane, so if you have
natural gas lines in your house already, you would be
wise to consider adding some energy-efficient gasfueled appliances, such as a gas furnace, dryer, fireplace
logs, barbecue, and yes, the gas fire pit. Conversions
and/or new appliance costs can add up, but if you plan
on keeping your home, the changeover may pay for
itself in lower operating costs. Some appliances can be
retrofitted by a licensed professional to operate on gas.
Converting your gas grill to natural gas or a propane
gas line means you don’t run out of fuel in the middle of
dinner. A gas stove is nicer for cooking because you have
excellent heating control, so keen chefs prefer gas over
electric. A dryer, water heater, and furnace are all much
more efficient running on gas.

BY SHEILA ALEXANDER, FREELANCE WRITER

If natural gas lines are not an option, a propane tank can
be installed above or below ground (note that TEC does
not provide underground propane tank installations). It
is worth considering operating other appliances on propane. If you are purchasing a home with propane, get
evidence from the owner that the tank has been regularly serviced, or have a professional make an inspection.
Which is cleaner? Natural gas is the best choice. Which
has better energy? Propane offers 2500 BTUs per cubic
foot as opposed to just 1000 BTUs for natural gas. Which
is cheaper? Natural gas and propane are both cheaper
than electric. Is it safe? Since natural gas is odorless, an
organic compound called mercaptan is added so that a
smell of rotten eggs alerts you to a gas leak.
To decide if gas options are a good choice for your
home, go to our website (http://theenergycoop.com/
gas-installation-procedures/) for information on gas
services, or call (800) 255-6815, extension 1251, and
ask to speak to Amber Shafer, New Services Coordinator,
for information on installing natural gas or propane in
your home or business. Your conversation might include
reviewing a rate comparison chart for propane and
natural gas.

Co-ops Come Together to Restore Power
A heavy, wet snow storm that swept through Ohio in the early morning of Monday,
February 15, caused damage to nine Ohio distribution cooperatives. Most outages were
restored by Tuesday night, but Carroll Electric Cooperative and Guernsey-Muskingum
Electric Cooperative (GMEC) were hit especially hard, with outage restoration efforts
taking multiple days and requiring mutual aid. Carroll and Guernsey-Muskingum each
had more than 5,100 members without power.
Crews from The Energy Cooperative, including first-class linemen Terry Erwin and
John Wilson, were dispatched to assist Guernsey-Muskingum, with power fully
restored by Wednesday evening. “We’d like to send our thanks to those cooperatives
that provided mutual aid,” said Brian Bennet, GMEC Marketing Manager. “This
situation reiterates the cooperative spirit. We truly appreciate everyone who
assisted in our efforts.”
Pictured: First-class linemen John Wilson (left) and Terry Erwin (right).
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POWERS UP
		WITH PROPANE

MUSKINGUM COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE

The sheriff ’s office in Muskingum County is not

only reducing crime rates, but also reducing gasoline
usage. The department has had five police cruisers
retrofit to run on propane fuel (LPG). The department
worked with The Energy Cooperative on the conversion
project, with Bob Herron, Propane Operations Manager
serving as a consultant.

BY SHEILA ALEXANDER,
FREELANCE WRITER

Although the cruisers get about the same mileage as
when running on gasoline, propane is much cheaper
and there is no power loss to the vehicles. “We’re
saving between $.80 and $1.20 per gallon,” says Sheriff
Matthew Lutz, “depending on the daily gas prices.”
Propane is not a renewable resource, but it is less
polluting than gasoline, so it is labeled as a clean fuel.
One of five propane-powered police cruisers in the Muskingum County Sheriff's
Office fleet of vehicles.

Sheriff Lutz says his officers are happy with the performance of the cars, and there are plans to convert more
to propane this year. Across the country, money that
is confiscated in drug enforcement can be used to pay
for the conversions. “We are very satisfied with the five
cars that we have had transferred over to propane. We
will have five new cars transferred over as well. We see a
huge savings in fuel costs at no reduction in quality or
performance. I could see our entire fleet changing over
to propane.”
A look inside the cruiser's trunk: a carbon steel tank that contains propane fuel. If the
tank gets punctured, the gas is released into the air and does not explode.

About 85 percent of propane is domestically sourced.
There is no danger to using propane. The carbon steel
tank fits into the cruiser’s trunk, and if the tank is punctured, the gas is released and does not explode.

Many police departments across the country are
converting cruisers to either bi-fuel or propane. The
Energy Cooperative also currently has more than 20
fleet vehicles that run on propane fuel. Interested in
vehicle conversion from gasoline to propane? Contact
us at (800) 255-6815.

Communications Showcase Winners Announced
The Energy Cooperative, Mid-Ohio Energy Cooperative, and Hancock-Wood
Electric Cooperative received top honors in the 2016 Ohio's Electric
Cooperatives Communications Showcase.
Co-ops submitted their best communications work in two categories – print
and digital – and entries were judged by attendees of the spring Marketing,
Member Services & Communications Association meeting.
The Energy Cooperative was recognized for outstanding communications
work with a printed piece, TEC's 2014 Annual Report, and a digital project,
TEC's Crisis Management Website.
Pictured from left: Tim Street and Brian Barger of Mid-Ohio Energy Cooperative; Bruce
Warnecke, Leslie Guisinger, Robyn Mercer, and Diana Hersch of Hancock-Wood Electric
Cooperative; and Andrea Kubik, Communications Manager of The Energy Cooperative.

WWW.THEENERGYCOOP.COM
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How to be energyefficient in humid climates
BY RAY CROCK, ENERGY ADVISOR

When April showers bring

moisture to the air and transition to
summer humidity in Ohio, the majority of energy used to make the
home feel comfortable is spent on
air conditioning. The first priority is
heat reduction, but in humid areas, moisture
reduction is nearly as important as lowering the indoor
air temperature. If a home has too much moisture,
indoor air quality can be compromised, and mold and
mildew problems can develop.
Generally speaking, when there is more moisture in
the air, the temperature feels hotter than it actually is
because moist air is closer to saturation than dry air.
On a humid day, when the air is saturated with water,
evaporation is much slower. Simply put, high humidity
will make the air feel hotter while low humidity will make
the temperature feel cooler.
The first line of energy defense is to ensure that your
home is properly insulated and sealed in order to keep
heat and humidity from getting inside. Leaky ducts,
windows, and doors can cause energy loss, making the
cooling system work much harder to remove moisture
from the air and worsening any indoor air quality issues.
Homes that are sealed tight are easier to keep cool
and dry.
Next, make sure your heating and cooling system is the
right size. The U.S. Department of Energy estimates that
current residential systems are oversized. If the unit is too
big, you will pay higher energy bills, and you won’t get
the efficiency level or comfort you want and expect. It is

Time to replace your AC Unit?
Ask about our
"Cool Returns" rebate
for up to $100!

also likely that the unit is “short cycling,” constantly turning off and on, never achieving optimum efficiency – and
never operating long enough to remove the humidity
in your home. Damp, cool, indoor air creates a muggy
atmosphere that can lead to the growth of mold and
mildew. This can be a particular concern for those
who suffer from allergies, as many allergens thrive in
damp conditions.
If you are considering a new heating and cooling system,
consult with me, your Energy Advisor, to help you choose
equipment that is the correct size and meets or exceeds
the SEER (seasonal energy efficiency ratio) for the capacity requirement, such as ENERGY STAR-rated systems.
DIY humidity reduction
There are some basic steps you can take to lower the
humidity in your home and make it feel cooler and more
comfortable. Start by reducing the humidity you are
already producing. The kitchen and bathrooms are the
biggest contributors to higher humidity levels. Check to
ensure that your range hood is ducted to the outside, as
recirculating range hoods are not effective in controlling
moisture (or odors). When cooking, and especially when
boiling water, run the vent fan. In the bathroom, run the
vent fan when bathing or showering. Keep the fan on up
to 30 minutes after you have finished in order to eliminate the residual moisture in the air.
If you can reduce the indoor humidity level, you may
be able to maintain a comfortable indoor temperature
with a higher thermostat setting and ceiling fans. The air
movement from the ceiling fan will create a “wind chill”
effect, lowering the temperature and increasing comfort. Finally, check gutters and downspouts for leaks or
blockage. If rainwater leaks out and saturates the ground
surrounding your home, some of the moisture can eventually migrate into your house.
For more information about how to save energy, ask your
Energy Advisor at (800) 255-6815. For 101 energy-saving
tips, visit www.theenergycoop.com.
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We Did It Again! TEC RAISES MORE THAN $17,000 FOR BBBS

Cooperative Principle #7:Concern forCommunity

Pictured: Employees from The Energy Cooperative who participated in BBBS Bowl for Kids.

Employees of The Energy Cooperative (TEC) recently
participated in the annual Big Brothers, Big Sisters of
Licking & Perry Counties (BBBS) Bowl for Kids Fundraiser at Park Lanes in Heath. For the fourth year in a
row, The Energy Cooperative earned top fundraising
honors as an organization.

In the corporate category, with a company GOLD
sponsorship and six 5-person teams participating, TEC
raised more than $17,000, which is $1,600 more than

was raised last year. The top fundraising team was
the "Blackrun Bowlers," consisting of employees Bob
Herron, Mike Sharkey, Bob Beardsley, Darrin Wilson,
and Chris Lutz, who brought in more than$3,200. Bob
Herron was also recognized during the event for having the most online donations among first-shift bowlers. Thank you to everyone who supported TEC during
this year's BBBS Bowl for Kids. We couldn't have done it
without you!

OPERATION ROUND UP

MakesCents forOurCommunity
n April of 2016, The Energy Cooperative Operation
IRound
Up Foundation, Inc. awarded $45,579 to the
following community groups in our service area:

•L
 icking County Library for Automatic External
Defibrillator (AED) units for three library locations in
Licking County
• Village of Johnstown toward new playground at
Rolling Meadows Park
• Utica Parks & Recreation Improvement Committee
toward fencing and backboards at Miller Park
• Together We Grow, Inc. toward fencing for new
children’s gardens
• Mental Health America of Licking County to purchase
double oven and microwave for meals at YES Club
• Centerburg Athletic Booster Club – for track hurdles
and a hurdle cart
• Sixth Street and Growing Community Gardens
toward fence replacement
• Licking Township Fire Department toward LUCAS
Chest Compression System
WWW.THEENERGYCOOP.COM

•K
 nox County Agricultural Society to update
electrical outlets and lighting at fairgrounds
•B
 oy Scout Troop #4002 for Eagle Scout projects
•S
 t. Vincent de Paul Housing for office and
technology equipment
•L
 icking County Aging Program, Inc. toward
replacement of exterior security cameras
•E
 ast Knox Elementary School for DRA2 Progress
Monitoring Kits
•O
 hio Nature Education for supplies for new
wildlife display
•F
 aith Fellowship Church for waiting room
office equipment
•P
 athways of Central Ohio for Smartboard,
laptop, and supplies.
For more information on The Energy Cooperative
Operation Round Up Foundation or to apply for a
grant, visit www.theenergycoop.com
MAY & JUNE 2016 • THE ENERGY COOPERATIVE TIMES
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MEMBER SPOTLIGHT GLUTEN & GRAIN FREE GOURMET
BY ANDREA KUBIK, COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER

The Gluten & Grain Free Gourmet in Heath, Ohio,
may soon become a household name. Jen Cuevas develops foods that satisfy even the most discriminating palates – and are gourmet options for those with food allergies or who are sensitive to grain, soy, dairy, and gluten
(a protein found in wheat, barley, and rye). Her audience
is growing: one in three Americans purposely incorporates gluten-free foods into their diets, although only one
percent are actually diagnosed with celiac disease (for
whom the protein damages the small intestine).
Cuevas’ passion has fueled her success. “This whole venture is derived from my own health conditions: Hashimoto’s, obesity, high cholesterol, pre-diabetes, and even
signs of heart disease. The source of my health issues
could not be explained. I began to feel overwhelmed,
irritated, hopeless, and downright scared after losing my
father to similar issues. It turned out I have celiac disease,
which causes an immune reaction to eating gluten.”
On a gluten-free diet Cuevas began seeing health improvements, but her story didn’t end there. After removing grains and soy, the real healing began: “I no longer
required cholesterol medication or showed signs of
diabetes, and I lost 72 pounds!”

Jen Cuevas, The Gluten & Grain-Free Gourmet.

duced in a dedicated facility. All products are made
without artificial dyes or colors, fillers, flavorings, or
preservatives. Many ingredients are grown organically in
Jen Cuevas’ own garden. She also purchases from local
farmers who are organic and GMO-free. “I create products for specific dietary lifestyles, including Paleo and
vegan. I want to make it easy for people who must eat a
very specific diet to succeed.”
When asked if she thinks going gluten- and grain-free is
a diet fad, Cuevas responded, “Some people may believe
that going grain- and gluten-free is another trend. From
what I have observed, this food regimen is likely to last
longer and have more impact because it comes at a time
when food allergies, digestive health, genetic modification of grain, and other concerns about the American
diet are at an all-time high.”

Cuevas travels the country for speaking engagements focused on healthy eating.

Cuevas became certified to begin sharing her knowledge. “After realizing that others could benefit from what
I had experienced, I started a support group. Because
I was preparing specific foods for my own dinner table,
I began producing gluten- and grain-free products
for others.”
Cuevas found the gluten-free products on the market
contained grains and soy, and just didn’t taste good.
“They were hard to swallow – no pun intended! – so I
wanted to create a line of foods that could be trusted
and taste delicious, too.”
The Gluten & Grain Free Gourmet’s products are 100
percent gluten-, grain-, dairy-, and soy-free, and pro-
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She points out that celiac disease is difficult to diagnose.
“I always recommend that you consult with your physician before starting any new eating regimen, but the diet
is often used by people who want to reduce inflammation, curb fatigue, and ease other conditions, or because
it helps them avoid highly processed grain. Many simply
say they feel better without it, and I’m a big believer in
listening to your body.”

Proving that a healthy life
can STILL be delicious!
Since establishing The Gluten & Grain Free Gourmet
in 2014, Jen Cuevas has traveled across the country
for speaking engagements. Her products are available
at local farmers’ markets and by ordering directly. She
provides personal and group coaching and is currently
authoring a book.
To learn more about GGFG, visit ggfgourmet.com.
(800) 255-6815

Our

Congratulations

to Olivia Blubaugh,

Recipe

FEATURED

Electric member and winner of our
March–April Recipe Contest

APPLE PIE BARS
APPLE PIE BARS

◆

Notes from the Cook: This recipe might seem
like a lot of work, but it is totally worth it! I make
these for the Bellville Farmers’ Market and they
are always the first thing to go.

Frosting:
1 cup powdered sugar
3-4 teaspoons milk
Decorative sugar

Prep & Cooking Time:
1 and 1/2 hours total
Serves 12

Directions:
In a large bowl stir together flour and salt. Using
a pastry blender, cut shortening into flour until
the mixture resembles coarse crumbs. In a liquid
measuring cup, beat egg yolk lightly. Add enough
milk to make ¾ cup total liquid; stir well. Stir
milk mixture into flour mixture with fork until
combined (the dough will be slightly sticky);
divide dough in half.

Ingredients:
3 cups all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon salt
1 cup shortening (Crisco butter flavor)
1 egg yolk
3 teaspoons milk plus more with egg
1 cup corn flakes, crushed medium
8-10 tart cooking apples (8 cups)
¾-1 cup granulated sugar
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
1 egg white, lightly beaten

RECIPE CONTEST:

On a well-floured surface coat dough in flour, then
place one ball between two pieces of wax paper
and roll out to about a 17 x 17 rectangle.
Peel off one piece of wax paper, then place it back
on dough, flip over, and repeat step. Then take off
top layer of wax paper, lay a 10 x 15 x 1 metal baking sheet on top, hold firmly, and flip over.

With dough now on top of tray, remove last layer
of wax paper. Cover bottom of tray with crushed
corn flakes.
Top with peeled, cored, and sliced applies coated
in sugar and cinnamon mixture.
Roll remaining dough, cut air vents with knife
or decorative cutters, cover apple mixture with
dough, crimp edges with fork to keep juices in.
Brush top with beaten egg white.
Bake in a 375° oven for about 50 minutes (adjust
oven temperature to fit needs) until pastry is
golden, apples are tender, and juices are bubbling,
covering with foil after first 25 minutes to prevent
over-browning. Allow to cool completely on a rack.
Stir together the powdered sugar and about 3
teaspoons of milk to create a drizzling consistency.
Drizzle over apple dessert (cool or warm). Then
sprinkle with decorative sugar. Cut into bars.
Store leftovers in refrigerator for up to three days.

CALLING ALL COOKS! Do you have a tasty GARDEN HARVEST RECIPE that everyone loves? How about sharing it
with us? Need some incentive? If your recipe is chosen to be printed, we'll give you your choice of a $100 gift card or
a $100 credit to your energy bill!
Simply send a copy of the recipe, your name, service address, and contact information. Winners will be contacted
by the Cooperative's newsletter editor. Mail your favorite recipe to The Energy Cooperative, Attention Editor, 1500
Granville Road, P.O. Box 4970, Newark, OH 43058-4970, or send it via e-mail to feedback@theenergycoop.com,
subject line: Recipe Contest. DEADLINE FOR THIS ROUND IS JUNE 5, 2016.
Questions? Call (800) 255-6815, extension 1220. Thank you to all those who have participated.
WWW.THEENERGYCOOP.COM
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PEAK ALERT...PEAK ALERT!
1500 Granville Road
P.O. Box 4970
Newark, Ohio 43058-4970
(800) 255-6815
www.theenergycoop.com

If you hear a PEAK ALERT issued by The
Energy Cooperative, remember to reduce
your energy usage. Peak alerts are NOT a
notice of a power shortage, they are simply
a load management effort used to reduce
the demand for electricity to keep the cost of
power as low as possible for our members.
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FOR MEMBERS OF THE ENERGY COOPERATIVE:
TO REPORT AN ELECTRIC POWER OUTAGE OR A DOWNED POWER LINE: CALL (888) 535-5732
TO REPORT A NATURAL GAS OR PROPANE OUTAGE OR EMERGENCY: MOVE AWAY FROM THE AREA AND
FROM A SAFE DISTANCE CALL (800) 255-6815

TAP INTO GREAT TOOLS

on The Energy Cooperative's website
to discover top energy and money savings!
Virtually every house is chock-

Look for the Useful Tools menu at the top
right of our home page and navigate to
Home Energy Suite. Here you will find
an entire suite of energy calculators and
reference libraries that will help you make
wise decisions about energy use.

Tap into great tools on The Energy
Cooperative’s website to discover the
top savings tips for your home.

Visit our website today and learn
how much you can save. You might
be surprised at which energy savings
opportunities have been hiding in plain
sight all along.

full of opportunities for energy savings.
Energy inefficiencies can lurk around
every corner, but where do you start?
What can you do to make a difference
in energy use and costs every month?

KeepingYouConnected...

We've got useful calculators and libraries to
help you save energy and money! Visit our
website at www.theenergycoop.com.

